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Dimensions:
(widths)

Technical Details:

Application area:

WOVCN

Country of fabrication :

Pile Mellana:
Pile Mellcombi:

Backing fabric Mellana:
Backing fabric Mellcombi:
Backing Mellana 1400:
Backing Mellana 1300;

Mellana L400:
Mellana 1300:
Mellcombi:
Roll lengths:

Austria
100 % wool
warp: approx. 50 % sisal

approx. 50 % wool
weft: 100 % sisal
polypropylene
sisa I

environmentally friendly precoat
latex backing

approx. 200 cm

approx. 70,90,1"20 and 200 cm
approx. 70,90, 120, 1-60 and 200 cm

approx. 25-30 Iin.mtr.
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Bindings:

Tested for harmful substances (öko-Tex Standard 100)

overedged
Leather tape
suede leather tape
synthetic tape
cotton tape (only for Mellcombi)

We reserve the right to introduce technical alterations, if they serve to improve the product.

(€
EN14041:2OO4

Firmenbuchgericht Feldkirch, FN 13120w ARA-Lizenz-N r. 700 UID-Nr. ATU 35885002

Mellana 1300:

Mellana 1400:

Mellcombi:

Total weight Total height
Mellana 1300 approx. 2.500 s/m2 approx. 5,5 mm
Mellana 1400 approx. 2.500 s/m2 approx. 10,5 mm
Mellcombi approx. 1..900 g/m2 approx.5,5 mm



Care and Cleaning

Your carpet will retain its beauty over a long period of time as long as the following rules are
observed:

o Regular vacuum cleaning. Once weekly in high traffic areas more frequently

Remove stains without delay. lmmediate stain removal is the key to success.

o Blot up liquid spills with plain absorbent paper towels. Remove semi-solid or
solid substances with a blunt knife or spoon. Blot up stain with a moist
sponge. Blot dry with plain paper towels or an absorbent white cloth.

o For stain removal Mellau-Teppich recommends the cleaning set ,,Tapi-Maxi-

Set" of Jeikner (www.jeikner.de).

Professional cleaning in residential areas annually or bi-annually.

Thorough Cleaning for Mellana 1400 and Mellana L300:

o Wet cleaning: First vacuum thoroughly. Rent a wet-cleaner machine and use an
adapted cleaning product. Use the machine and carpet shampoo according to the
manufacturer's instructions. Dilute the carpet with the machine as little as possible.
Do not drench the carpet. Keep it as dry as possible. Distribute the product evenly.
Pay particular attention to stained parts. Maximize the amount of water removed
from the carpet by making a water-extraction pass with the water spray on and then
again with the spray off. Test the carpet with your hand. lf your hand comes away
with water droplets, extract again with the spray off; if your hand comes away damp
and the carpet feels wrung out, you have extracted correctly. Wait overnight forthe
carpet to dry before walking on it. To dry thoroughly, open windows.

Thorough Cleaning for Mellcombi:

Sisal carpets help to maintain a balanced indoor atmosphere, because they can absorb
humidity and release it- lf the fibres become excessively wet sisal shrinks. This must be
borne in mind when cleaning, so never allow sisal carpeting to become soaked.

c Dry cleaning: The carpet is cleaned by sprinkling it with a powdered sharpoo of a
reputa ble proprieta ry bran d. Follow th e man ufacturer,s instructions.

r cleaning with "Tapi-Maxi-set" from Jeikner: First vacuum thoroughly, than apply
"Tapigold" carpet shampoo generously on a brush with long natural fibre bristles, not
directly on the carpet. Then treat the carpet. "Tapigold" and remaining dirt will dry
into a fine crystalline dust in two or three days, depending on the warmth and
humidity of the room- This residue can be removed quickly with a vacuum cleaner.


